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Abstract
In CMOS technology first-order parametric faults during manufacturing can exhibit severe changes in the timing as well as in the
functional behavior of cells. Since these faults are hard to detect by conventional tests, the accurate simulation of these low-level
faults plays an important role for test validation. However, pure low-level fault simulation approaches impose a high computational
complexity that can quickly become inapplicable to larger simulation problems due to limitations in scalability.
In this paper, the first parallel multi-level fault simulation approach on graphics processing units (GPUs) is presented. The approach utilizes both logic level and switch level descriptions concurrently in a mixed-abstraction timing simulation. The abstraction
is lowered in user-defined so-called regions of interest that locally increase the modeling accuracy enabling low-level first-order
parametric fault injection. Resulting signal waveforms are transformed between the different abstractions transparently. This way
a fast, versatile and efficient multi-level fault simulation approach on GPUs is created that scales for designs with millions of cells
while achieving high simulation throughput with runtime savings of up to 84% compared to full switch level simulations.
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1. Introduction
Simulation plays an integral part for design and test validation as well as diagnosis of current nano-meter technology integrated CMOS circuits. With the strict performance requirements and narrow timing budgets of today’s designs, timingaccurate and glitch-aware simulation approaches are demanded
that also consider information down to layout [1] to assess
the timing and non-functional properties for EDA applications,
such as low-power testing [2] and IR-drop estimation [3, 4, 5].
Test methods need to be cell-aware [6, 7] by considering lower
levels in order to model and test for parametric faults such as
resistive opens and bridges, as well as cross-wire opens and
shorts or parasitic capacitances [8, 9, 10]. For these faults,
both smaller and larger fault magnitudes are often hard to detect and not screened properly during testing, mostly because
of their complex activation and propagation conditions [11] and
their detection can further be tampered and invalidated due to
hazards [12, 13, 14, 15] as well as pessimistic and insufficient
timing models [16, 17]. Therefore, the consideration of accurate circuit timing and fault modeling has become subject of
recent test and diagnosis research [3, 18, 19, 7, 8].
The holistic validation of timing and the simulation of faults
in today’s CMOS circuits requires a reasonable level of accuracy and magnitude, which has always posed a big complexity problem [20] for test and diagnosis of multi-million gate
designs and thereby has been subject of parallelization ever
since [21, 22, 23]. Parts of the complexity of these simulations
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can nowadays be tackled by computing on recent data-parallel
general-purpose graphics processing unit (GPU) accelerators,
that are able to process thousands to millions of light-weight
threads concurrently on a single die [24]. Many approaches
have been published that rely on the help of GPUs to enable
faster circuit- [25, 26, 27, 28] and fault simulation [29, 30], i.e.,
for computation of fault dictionaries during diagnosis [31, 32]
and even allow to significantly speedup timing-accurate simulations at both logic [33] and switch level [34]. Yet, accurate
simulations still cannot be applied exhaustively at large scale,
due to the runtime complexity, and further speedup of the evaluations is typically achieved again by providing more and faster
computing resources or by complete abstraction of the simulation models [35, 36] to logic level [37].
However, simulation approaches can take advantage of both
higher- and lower-level abstraction at the same time through the
use of mixed abstractions. These multi-level approaches form a
combined simulation across multiple abstraction levels by sacrificing accuracy for speed and thereby provide flexible tradeoff to increase simulation efficiency [38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 5, 43].
For the realization on GPUs, a multi-level solution is, however,
not trivial due to strict constraints given by the underlying architecture and parallel programming paradigm [24].
The paper at hand extends the work of [44] and presents a
novel approach for efficient and scalable parallel multi-level
fault simulation on data-parallel GPU-accelerators. It provides
• an efficient and highly parallel waveform-accurate multilevel fault simulation with mixed abstractions combining
both logic and switch level,
• detailed first-order parametric fault modeling with transistor granularity and efficient fault injection,
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• comprehensive output syndrome analysis for detailed evaluation of multi-level faults,

in untimed (zero-delay) logic simulation data-parallelism is
commonly exploited at word-level using bit-wise logic operations which is also applicable even to serial compute architectures [20].
The simulation of timing is an essential part of timing- and
test validation of circuits. Timing-accurate simulations are typically performed at logic-level using event-driven approaches
based on the time-wheel as proposed in [48]. The time-wheel
approach schedules signal switches (events) in a circuit globally
at discrete points in time into dynamic lists and allows to compute complete switching histories of signals over time as socalled waveforms. Since the event-driven simulation only needs
to evaluate circuit structures that show events at their inputs,
simulation overhead can be efficiently reduced. Still, compared
to untimed (zero-delay) simulation, the event-driven timingaccurate evaluation of a circuit is compute intensive. The parallelization is complex and requires thorough management as
well as synchronization of lists and data structures at the cost of
additional memory and computing performance [23].
Instead, [33] proposed a plain time simulation approach at
logic level, that utilizes local event scheduling of input waveform events at each cell in combination with an efficient mergesort evaluation. The approach utilizes both structural parallelism from cells and data-parallelism from waveforms during
simulation, and attains speed-ups of up to three orders of magnitude with a simulation throughput of up to several hundred
million gate-evaluations per second compared to a conventional
event-driven time simulation approach. Although the logic
level simulation is timing-accurate and can consider individual
pin-to-pin delays as well as transition polarities and glitch filtering, its accuracy is insufficient to reflect actual CMOS switching behavior and low-level parametric faults accurately.
Although GPU-accelerated solutions for accurate, low-level
analog SPICE simulations exist [25, 47, 27, 28] the scalability
of these approaches is limited. The work of [25] off-loads parts
of the SPICE calculations for parallel evaluation to the GPU device. While the overall simulation approach showed a speedup
of up to 10×, it is not applicable to multi-million cell designs
due to the huge memory footprint. In [47], a complete approach
for performing SPICE simulations on GPU is presented, that
achieves up to two orders of magnitude in speedup. Yet, the
speedup quickly diminishes and the simulator can solely be applied to very small netlists composed of a few transistors only
(up to 30). In general, sparse matrix solving poses a huge bottleneck for SPICE simulations. GPU-accelerated solvers based on
LU-factorization that evolve around right-looking factorization
were proposed in [27] and [28]. The authors showed that the
right-looking approach allows to exploit a higher level of concurrency through simultaneous parallelism from columns, submatrices and vector operations, compared to left-looking approaches. Compared to conventional solvers, these approaches
achieved speedups of one to two orders of magnitude.
Switch level simulation [36, 35, 49] provides a trade-off in
speed and accuracy, due to simplified electrical models based
on discrete binary switches and simple electrical components,
such as resistors and capacitors. In a recently presented approach [34] fast switch level timing simulation on GPU was

• flexible trade-off between speed and accuracy in order to
be as fast as possible, while as accurate as necessary,
• simple interface with transparent transition between higher
and lower abstraction levels.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 summarizes and explains backgrounds of GPUaccelerated simulation approaches. Section 3 provides an
overview of the implemented multi-level fault simulator. In
Section 4 the basic simulation model is explained in detail. The
fault modeling is briefly discussed in Section 6 with the output analysis explained in Section 7. Finally, experimental results are presented and discussed in Section 8 that prove the
efficiency of the presented approach.
2. Background
The large number of parallel computing resources and
the high computational throughput of graphics processing
units (GPU) enables the massively parallel execution and
tremendous acceleration of scientific applications in the manycore era [24, 45]. Parallelized programs for GPUs (called kernels) invoke an array of concurrent threads (thread grid). For
the execution the threads of a thread grid are partitioned into
smaller batches (thread groups) each of which is distributed
and scheduled for processing on one of the available streaming
multi-processors on the GPU. The execution of a thread group
on a streaming multi-processor is organized as single instruction multiple data (SIMD) parallel processing, which heavily
relies on a simple and uniform control flow that is followed
by all parallel threads. Diverging execution flows (e.g., due
to branching) will result in serialization of the thread execution, thereby obstructing the parallelization. Synchronization
between threads is limited and often involves expensive memory transactions that cause a loss in performance and should be
minimized as much as possible. A GPU device typically has access to a limited amount of global memory only (4–16 GB), that
is shared among all the threads invoked by the kernel. In addition, all local registers and resources of a multi-processor are
divided among all of its scheduled threads and typically pose a
limit to the number of active threads running.
2.1. GPU-accelerated Circuit and Fault Simulation
With the introduction of GPUs, several parallel approaches
for circuit simulation [46, 26, 47] and fault simulation [25, 30,
29] have been developed that exploit different dimensions of
available parallelism. In general, acceleration is achieved from
structural parallelism provided by mutually data-independent
cells in the design as well as faults. For this, the cells of
the circuit netlist are divided into partitions each of which is
independently evaluated by separate individual or groups of
threads. Furthermore, through simultaneous evaluation of independent input stimuli [29, 30], the acceleration can be further enhanced by exploitation of data-parallelism. Especially
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many-core programming paradigm [24], due to different algorithms, data structures and working sets, the simulator utilizes
thoughtful unification and careful organization, allowing for efficient and scalable simulations with a flexible trade-off in speed
and accuracy. This work extends the multi-level solution of [44]
by fault modeling and simulation [52, 50] enabling fast, efficient and comprehensive simulation of both high and low level
faults on GPUs.

presented that reflects functional and timing behavior of CMOS
cells using first-order electrical parameters. The simulator implements a simplified electrical model as illustrated in Fig. 1
where the output behavior of the cell is described as a time- and
value-continuous function based on the internal RC-properties.
Compared to logic level, the switch level model can cover many
important timing effects related to CMOS technology, such as
glitch-filtering, transition ramps and pattern-dependent delays
due to multiple-input switching [16, 17] in a very efficient manner. Despite the more complex modeling, the GPU-accelerated
switch level simulator outperforms traditional timing simulation approaches at logic level by over two orders of magnitude.
An extension of the simulator [50] features modeling and injection of low-level parametric faults for fast and accurate fault
simulation with transistor granularity.

3. Parallel Multi-Level Fault Simulation
The multi-level fault simulation technique presented in this
paper follows the parallel mixed-abstraction simulation approach of [44] that adopts the concepts of parallel timingaccurate evaluation at logic level [33] with the flexibility to
locally increase the simulation accuracy to switch level. The
adopted switch level model [34] evaluates CMOS functional
and timing behavior based on first-order electrical parameters
and enables low-level parametric fault injection at transistor
granularity [50]. On the other hand, the logic level abstraction provides a timing-accurate evaluation of the circuit with
high-simulation throughput for fast and efficient fault propagation [52]. During simulation, fault-parallelism is exploited
by prior partitioning of the fault sets into fault groups, each of
which consists of mutually output-independent faults which can
be simultaneously injected and simulated [21].
In the implemented multi-level simulator, the abstraction of
the design under evaluation is lowered in so-called regions of
interest (ROI), that locally increase the accuracy from logic to
switch level upon activation. Each ROI can represent an arbitrary set of nodes of the circuit graph, such as a single isolated
nodes (input, output, cell), input-cones, output-cones as well as
whole parts of a design (e.g., memory interfaces). When ROIs
are active in a design, the simulator will use descriptions of both
logic and switch level simultaneously in a mixed-abstraction
fashion. The logic-level timing annotations are based on standard delay format (SDF) [53] that describe propagation delays
on a pin-to-pin basis. For the switch level modeling in active
ROIs, low-level information extracted from detailed standard
parasitics format (DSPF) [54] and characterization of standard
library cells with SPICE simulation of the associated transistor
models are considered.

2.2. Multi-Level Simulation
During the design phase, usually not all parts of a design
need to be simulated with the highest level of accuracy at the
same time for evaluation. It can also be the case that lower
level descriptions are not even readily available at all for the
whole system. Multi-level simulation approaches [38, 39, 40,
41, 42, 5, 43] have been proposed that evaluate the parts of
a design with different abstraction simultaneously. Typically,
lower-level electrical models and properties of cells or faults are
abstracted in pre-characterization processes [51] and handed to
simulations at higher levels for faster processing [5, 6]. While
the abstracted data can be stored offline for reuse, the characterization process needs to be repeated for every new process
corner, fault models or patterns under consideration, which can
also cause high memory costs. Hierarchical multi-level approaches partition the circuit into regions for separate evaluation at higher and lower levels [38, 39, 41, 42]. Parts of particular interest are simulated at more accurate and computeintensive lower levels, while the remainder of the circuit is evaluated using faster higher level simulation. In-between the evaluation, simulation data is exchanged at the abstraction boundaries. For example, a multi-level solution for efficient fault simulation was proposed in [41], which combines transaction level
and logic level simulations achieving speed-ups of up to four
orders of magnitude.
In [44] a first multi-level solution for fast and efficient parallel timing simulation on GPUs was presented combining both
logic and switch level simulation in a mixed-abstraction fashion. Although the concept of multi-level simulation generally conflicts with parallelization on GPUs and the underlying
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3.1. Overview
The overall flow of the implemented multi-level fault simulation is outlined in Fig. 2. First, a serial pre-processing
is performed comprised of reading the synthesized circuit design and timing annotations (step 1). This work assumes fullscan designs and focuses on the evaluation of the combinational logic part. After levelization of the combinational logic
netlist (step 2), the fault-list is read and all faults contained are
then partitioned into fault groups (step 3) for later parallel injection. The remaining steps form the main parallel simulation
loop.
In each iteration of the main loop the fault simulator processes an individual fault group. First, the fault locations of
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Figure 1: Signal and timing abstraction of a faulty inverter cell (slow-to-rise) in
a) logic level and b) switch level simulation.
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all low-level parametric and parasitic faults in the active fault
group are marked as ROI to lower the abstraction level (step 4).
Additional ROIs can be specified by the user, if necessary. Then
the faults of the current fault group are injected into the corresponding node descriptions in the netlist (step 5). The netlist
is simulated for the provided stimuli using the multi-level timing simulation kernel (step 6) in order to compute all internal signal histories (so-called waveforms) as well as outputs.
Note that during the simulation process all active ROIs and all
faults remain injected as no fault-collapsing is applied. In a
last step, the output waveforms are analyzed and the respective
syndromes are computed to determine the fault detection for
all stimuli (step 7). After the simulation, all modified node descriptions are restored for the evaluation of the next fault group.
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3.2. Simulation Parallelism
This paper adopts a multi-dimensional parallelization
scheme [33, 50] to speed-up the simulations on graphics processing unit (GPU) accelerators. The implemented simulation
kernels exploit up to three dimensions of parallelism as shown
in Fig. 3.
The first dimension of parallelism (a) considers structural
parallelism from nodes that are scheduled on the same level
after levelization of the circuit netlist. As during levelization all
nodes are topologically ordered according to their data dependencies, all nodes of a level are mutually independent of their
inputs and outputs and can therefore be processed concurrently
by individual threads [33]. The second dimension (b) exploits
data-parallelism by taking advantage from the evaluation of independent stimuli applied to a circuit. Since a stimuli applied
to a circuit produces new waveforms at all nodes during simulation, the circuit and hence its nodes can therefore be evaluated
for multiple stimuli in parallel by different threads. The third
dimension of parallelism (c) exploited is similar to the aforementioned structural parallelism and comprises the partitioning
of a given fault set under investigation into fault groups [21].
Each fault group is a set of mutually output-independent faults.
The faults of a fault group do not influence each other by masking or adding and can therefore be simultaneously injected into
the circuit for simulation in parallel.
The grid of threads for the parallel execution of the multilevel simulation kernels on the GPU are organized as illustrated
in Fig. 4. The grids form a two-dimensional array of execution threads with each thread in the grid being responsible for
the calculation of the output waveform of one node on a level
for one particular stimuli. Threads shown in the vertical direction compute the functions of data-independent nodes on a level
concurrently for the same stimuli applied to the circuit. Threads
shown in the horizontal direction evaluate the same node in parallel for different input stimuli. When executing the thread grid
of a kernel, thread indices are utilized to align data and navigate
memory accesses to circuit information as well as waveform
data, which heavily exploits coalescing of memory accesses at
subsequent addresses for efficient memory transactions [33].
Since the evaluation kernels are called level by level, implicit
synchronization barriers are found between consecutive calls
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Figure 2: Flow-chart of the implemented multi-level fault simulation.
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Figure 3: Dimensions of parallelism exploited during simulation: a) nodeparallelism, b) stimuli-parallelism, c) fault-parallelism.

only and no additional explicit barriers are required during the
execution of the threads. For all nodes marked as ROI, the respective execution threads (denoted by ’∗’) run the switch level
algorithms for all stimuli. Note that, although the abstractions
are mixed throughout the circuit, no additional control-flow divergence is caused during execution of the kernels, since all
threads of a thread group evaluate the same node with the same
abstraction [44].
4. Multi-Level Time Simulation Model
This section briefly explains the underlying switch level circuit model of [34] and mixed-abstraction data structures which
are utilized by the implemented multi-level fault simulation.
4.1. Circuit Model
The circuit model of the multi-level simulator uses a mixedabstraction approach where both logic level and switch level
descriptions of nodes in the circuit are used simultaneously.
The description of each node is composed of two parts: The
abstraction-independent graph structure with access to its direct predecessors for accessing the input waveforms during
evaluation, and the abstraction-dependent functional description of the node including the timing annotations. Whenever an
ROI is (de-)activated, the latter part is swapped out accordingly.
For the logic level modeling, the functional description of the
node is determined by annotation of a node type, that refers to a
Boolean formula (e.g., NAND, XOR). The timing annotations
4
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Figure 4: Multi-dimensional parallel evaluation of a levelized netlist with multiple data-independent nodes and waveforms of different abstractions.

follow the modeling of [33] and contain the pin-to-pin propagation delays that also distinguish between rising and falling
transition polarities. These timing annotations are annotated for
each input pin of a cell directly.
For the switch level modeling, the transistor netlist of the circuit is partitioned into channel-connected components [55, 7]
as shown in Fig. 5, which can be derived from most primitive and complex CMOS cells found in standard-cell libraries.
A channel-connected component (CCC) is composed of pullup (PMOS) and pull-down (NMOS) transistor sub-networks
both of which drive a specific signal line in the circuit. The
transistors in each of the sub-networks are connected via their
drain/source pins forming a mesh where current can freely flow
within. Each transistor mesh connects a power-supply (i.e.,
VDD for pull-up or GND for pull-down networks) to the signal
driven by the CCC, which is controllable via the gate terminal
voltages at all of its transistors in the pull-up and pull-down
meshes. Since, ideally current does not flow over gate terminals, charging the output of the CCC only draws current from
its associated power supply.
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Figure 6: Mapping of a CCC (signal Y) to a corresponding switch level RRCcell (step A) and electrical equivalence model (step B).

4.2. Mixed-Abstraction Time-Behavioral Modeling
The presented multi-level simulator uses a generic data structure in order to model time-continuous signal histories or waveforms. A waveforms w = {e0 , e1 , ...} is a sequence of temporally
ordered events ei , each of which reflects a value change at a certain point in time. Each event ei = (ti , p0 , p1 , ...) is modeled as
a tuple composed of an event time ti ∈ R and a set of parameters {p0 , p1 , ...} that describe the change in value. The value of
a waveform w at a given point in time t is denoted as w(t).
The parameters of an event depend on the type of abstraction of the associated waveform. While throughout the simulation the implemented multi-level simulator uses both logic
and switch level descriptions at the same time, the abstraction
of each waveform is determined by the generating node (i.e.,
switch level when the node is marked as ROI or logic level otherwise). Header information is added to each waveform to identify the abstraction by the threads, such that during simulation
all events contained are read from memory accesses and processed accordingly. In the following, the waveform structures
encountered during logic and switch level simulation will be
explained.
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respond to the drain-source resistances of the device for blocking and conducting state and Vth is the threshold voltage that
divides the state based on the applied input voltage v at the
gate terminal of D. For each network of transistors (pull-up
and pull-down) the respective equivalent network-resistances
(Ru and Rd ) are derived using simple nodal analyses based on
Kirchhoff’s laws. The equations of the transistor networks are
hardcoded into the simulation kernels for compilation. Both Ru
and Rd are utilized to form a voltage divider (Ru , Rd ) that drives
the lumped output capacitance Cload with voltage v associated to
the output signal Y of the channel-connected component CCCY .
The stationary voltage v of the voltage divider is computed as
v = (S · V) + GND, where S = Rd /(Ru + Rd ) is the ratio of
the divider and V = (VDD − GND). The pull-up and pulldown resistances Ru and Rd as well as the stationary voltage v
need to be computed whenever a transistor changes its state. A
lumped wire resistances Rw associated to the interconnects in
the CCCs can also be incorporated during the calculations as
shown in [34].
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Figure 5: Transistor netlist of a small circuit with highlighted channelconnected components (CCCs).

The switch level simulator of [34] uses so-called resistorresistor-capacitor (RRC) cells as basic simulation primitives,
that provide a unidirectional model for the simulation of a
channel-connected component in a circuit. A CCC is mapped
to a single RRC-cell as shown in Fig. 6. All transistor devices D
in the CCC (either PMOS or NMOS) are modeled as voltagecontrolled (binary) variable resistors RD (v) each of which is represented as a 3-tuple D = (Vth , {Roff , Ron }), such that



Roff if (v < Vth ),
D
(1)
R (v) := 

Ron else.

4.2.1. Ternary Logic Level Waveforms
To express the time-continuous signal history at logic level,
the implemented multi-level simulator utilizes the efficient

The Roff and Ron parameters of the tuple description of D cor-
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modeling of [33] originally proposed for the use in Boolean
logic domain B2 = {0, 1}. The implemented multi-level
simulation extends the waveform structure for the use with
ternary (three-valued) logic E3 = {0, 1, X} [37], allowing to
consider uncertainties (X) in an efficient manner. At logic level,
the waveform w = {e0 , e1 , ...} of a signal is modeled as sequence
of temporally ordered logic-level events ei = (ti ), each of which
expresses a discrete value change at an event time ti ∈ R.
While transitions at logic level with multiple logic values can
in general be modeled as time-value pairs [56], this paper extends the waveform structure of [33] for an efficient modeling of
undefined values without introducing additional memory overhead. The extension comprises the use of negative numbers
and the sign bit information of the event times ti ∈ R, which
are implemented in the IEEE floating point standard [57] to allow the transition to two different signal states from any value
as shown in Fig. 7. The sign function sgn(x) of a floating point
number x ∈ R delivers sgn(x) = 1 iff. the sign bit is set in its respective floating point representation, or otherwise sgn(x) = 0.
If a signal waveform is in a defined state (logic-0 or logic-1),
and an event ei = (ti ) with sgn(ti ) = 1 occurs, the waveform
enters the undefined state X at time |ti |. From this state X, it can
switch to either ’0’ or ’1’ depending on the sign of the succeeding event ei+1 in the waveform.

For example: A constant-0 waveform is expressed as w0 =
{(∞)}, a constant-1 waveform as w1 = {(−∞), (−∞), (∞)}, and
a constant-X waveform as wX = {(−∞), (∞)}. Since the IEEE
floating point standard also distinguishes negative (−0) and positive zeroes (+0) [57], the modeling also allows for arbitrary
state changes at the transition launch time t = 0.
4.2.2. Switch Level Waveforms
In a similar manner, the signal switching histories of the
switch level simulation [34] are modeled as sequence w =
{e0 , e1 , ...} of switch level events ei that provides a piece-wise
approximation of the time- and value-continuous switching signal. Whenever a transistor switches its state at a given event
time ti , the output of an RRC-cell vo (t) will follow an exponential behavior for t ≥ ti with time constant τ = S ·Ru ·Cload due to
the RC-properties of the circuit. The time-continuous change in
the output voltage is then expressed by a switch level event in
the waveform. An event is modeled as tuple ei = (ti , vi , τi ) that
represents a continuous exponential curve segment in-between
the interval [ti , ti+1 ], where ti+1 corresponds to the event time of
the next event ei+1 in order. The three parameters of an event
tuple allow to closely describe the charging or discharging process of an RC-sub-circuit as shown in Fig. 8. These parameters
are:
• ti : The event time at which the curve segment is initiated.

sgn(ti)=0

init

sgn(ti)=0

0

sgn(ti)=1

X
sgn(ti)=1

• vi : The stationary voltage the curve is heading for.

1
sgn(ti)=1

• τi : The slope of the exponential curve or time constant.

sgn(ti)=0

The associated curve segment of a switch level transient
event ei = (ti , vi , τi ) initiated at time ti is expressed as [34]:

Figure 7: State transitions of waveform signals in ternary logic E3 = {0, 1, X}.

− ∆t
τ

In order to sustain the temporal order of the events in the logic
level waveforms and to allow efficient mergesort processing,
all events ei = (ti ), e j = (t j ) ∈ w are ordered at indices i, j in
the waveform w according to increasing absolute values of the
event times, such that
∀ei , e j ∈ w, ti , −∞, t j , −∞ : (i < j) ⇒ (|ti | < |t j |).

w(t) := (w(ti ) − vi ) · e

+ vi ,

i

ti ≤ t ≤ ti+1

(3)

in the interval [ti , ti+1 ] between two consecutive events ei and
ei+1 in the waveform, with w(ti ) being the value of the waveform at the start of the interval and ∆t = (t − ti ). The initial value w(−∞) of a waveform is set by an initialization
event einit = (−∞, Vinit , −) at time t = −∞, where Vinit corresponds to the initial voltage value.
Similarly to the logic level waveforms, the switch level waveform value w(t) at a given time t is determined by computing
the curve intervals from earliest to latest [34]. Starting from
the initial value w(−∞) at time −∞, the algorithm iterates over
all events ei ∈ w of the waveform in temporal and computes
the voltage change at w(ti ) in each interval [ti , ti+1 ] based on

(2)

Initially, for time t = −∞ each waveform is assumed to have
a value of w(t) = 0. The last event in a logic level waveform
always has an event time ∞, which is used simply for termination as no event can occur after infinity. All events with
signal switches in a waveform are assumed to happen at time
t after −∞ and before ∞. To determine the signal value w(t)
at a given time t ≥ 0, the events ei ∈ w in the corresponding waveform are read in temporal order of the absolute event
times |ti | from earliest to latest. During the process the signal value is switched according to each event ei encountered
until time t is eventually reached. The value of w(t) then
corresponds to the signal value w(ti ) after the latest event ei
with maxi {ei = (ti ) ∈ w : |ti | < t}. Note that, although negative event times ti are used, the order of the events ei follows
the natural concept of time through |ti | ≥ 0. Similar to [33], initializing events (−∞) are utilized to set the initial signal values
’1’ and ’X’ .
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Figure 8: Signals of nodes with varying fanout from SPICE transient analysis
(dotted) and switch level event representation (bold).
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Eq. (3). Note that between event times ti and ti+1 of consecutive events all resistances and supply voltages in the RRC-cell
remain constant. This evaluation process is repeated until the
latest event ei is found with maxi {ei ∈ w : ti < t}, that describes
the curve segment in which time t is located. As a final step,
the voltage change of the event ei is computed for the remaining time ∆t = (t − ti ) using Eq. (3).

output event is generated and appended to the output waveform wN (line 26). After the event has been processed, the algorithm determines the next event of the corresponding input
waveform and schedules it for evaluation in the next iteration
of the main loop (line 28). In case all input events have been
processed, the main simulation loop is terminated and the output waveform wN of the node is stored in the waveform memory
partition W p of W (line 31).
Note that during evaluation of a node, each thread in the implemented multi-level simulation computes only a single output waveform for its applied input stimuli. In case multi-output
cells need to be modeled, a duplication of the node can still be
used where each output of the cell is handled by an individual
duplicate. This way, the working set (e.g., number of local registers required) and memory access patterns of the threads are
not affected.

5. Multi-Level Simulation Algorithm
In Algorithm 1 the implemented multi-level simulation of a
circuit is outlined [44]. As input of the evaluation, the levelized
circuit netlist G with both logic and switch level descriptions
for each node is provided. Since certain logic level nodes need
to be represented by multiple RRC-cells at switch level [34],
corresponding placeholder nodes were added prior to the levelization of the netlist. This way, the levelized graph structure
does not need to be altered and the topological order is sustained. Input stimuli for all circuit primary and pseudo-primary
inputs are provided for a set P of different delay tests in the
global waveform memory W on the GPU device. The circuit is
then processed level by level from inputs towards outputs. For
each node N on a level its respective input waveforms I of the
predecessors nodes are evaluated and a corresponding output
waveform wN is computed (lines 8–31). These evaluations are
performed concurrently by individual threads for all nodes on a
level and all assigned delay tests P following the parallelization
scheme presented in [33] and [50]. The general evaluation algorithm executed for each node uses a mergesort waveform processing, which sorts the local switching events of the respective
input waveforms in a local schedule that is processed in temporal order such that the output waveform can be generated in a
single pass. The set of waveforms generated during processing
of a circuit for a delay test p ∈ P will be referred to as W p .
If multiple delay tests p ∈ P are provided at a time, each corresponding W p represents a distinct partition of the waveform
memory W.
The evaluation kernel itself first fetches all input waveforms I
of the current node N (line 8) and determines the type of abstraction from the waveform header. Then the data structures
for storing the current input event are set up and the initial value
of each input waveform wi ∈ I in W p is computed (line 9–
13). After putting the first events of each waveform in the
(thread-)local schedule E, the output state of the node N is
computed and the output waveform wN is initialized with the
corresponding signal value (line 14). In the main simulation
loop (lines 16–29), the events of the local event schedule E are
processed in temporal order from earliest to latest. In each iteration, the earliest next input event is consumed, which indicates a change in the associated input signal. The input event is
transformed to the target abstraction level of the node N. Depending on whether N is marked as ROI, the implications of
the value change are incorporated into the state of N by selecting either the low-level switch level (line 20) or high-level
logic level kernel (line 23 for the evaluation. In case the consumed event causes a change in the output signal of N, an

5.1. Multi-Level Waveform Transformation
Since the implemented multi-level fault simulator uses waveforms of mixed abstraction, bi-directional transformations between the different waveform types need to be provided. This
work utilizes two mappings for the transformations between
the higher logic and lower switch level abstraction [44]. The
transformations are applied to the input waveforms by the evaluation kernels on a per-event basis, i.e., an event of a source
abstraction has a corresponding set of events at the other targeted abstraction level. All transformed events are identified
and inserted in the event scheduler for processing by the kernel. The source abstraction level of each input waveform is acquired once from the respective waveform header information
in the beginning of the node evaluation. The target abstraction
of the transformation is determined by the node under evaluation. In case source and target abstraction are equal, the input
waveform events can be directly processed.
5.1.1. Logic to Switch Level Transformation
The signal transitions expressed by waveform events at logic
level (e.g., rising or falling) are considered to be rectangular in
shape. The instantaneous transitions expressed by these events
can be modeled by infinitely small time constants τε > 0 at
switch level. Given the power supply VDD and ground GND
voltage levels of the targeted technology, all transition events
in the original logic level waveform source w are transformed
to switch level events ei by substitution. Depending on the targeted logic value of a transition (e.g., ’1’ for rising and ’0’ for
falling) the transformation of a logic level event at time ti is
performed as follows [44]:



if (ti rising),
(ti′ , VDD, τi )



 ′
(4)
ti 7→ ei := 
,
GND,
τ
)
elif
(ti falling),
(t
i

i



(t′ , VDD+GND , τi ) else,
i
2

where ti′ is the time of the new switch level event ei , the stationary voltage represents the electrical interpretation of the logic
value (VDD for ’1’, GND for ’0’ and 21 · (VDD + GND) for ’X’)
and τi is the corresponding time constant.
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explained above. Note that according to Eq. (6), the resulting
error ǫ = |ti′ − ti | of the τε -transformation is always smaller than
τε , since | log(0.5)| < 1. Thus, for τε → 0, it closely resembles
the logic level representation (”source”) with a negligible error
of ǫ = |ti′ − ti | < τε .

Algorithm 1: Transparent multi-level simulation (serial).
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Output [V]

1
2

Input: netlist G, input stimuli P in waveform memory W = ∪ p∈P {W p }
Output: output responses (stored in W)
foreach level L in the netlist G do
/* GPU: The following loops over L and P are executed as
two-dimensional grid of parallel threads (cf. Fig.4): */
foreach node N on level L do
/* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . node-parallelism . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . */
foreach stimuli p in P do
/* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . stimuli-parallelism . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . */
// A. initialization
Load input waveforms I ⊆ W p for node N.
foreach waveform wi in I do
Look-up abstraction level of wi .
Set-up data structures and initial state.
Get first event e of wi and put into schedule E.
end
Initialize output waveform wN .
// B. event processing
while Events to process in schedule E do
Remove earliest event e from E.
if node N is ROI then
Transform e to switch level event.
Compute new switch level state of N.
else
Transform e to logic level event.
Compute new logic level state of N.
end
if new state of N causes output change then
Compute output event and add to wN .
end
Get next event e of wi ∈ I and put into E.
end
// C. finalization
Store wN to waveforms W p := W p ∪ {wN }.
end
end
end
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Figure 9: Transformation of waveform (source) from logic to switch level with
different RC-characteristics for rising and falling transitions.

5.1.2. Switch to Logic Level Transformation
If during simulation, a logic level node n has a switch level
waveform as input, lower level signal information needs to be
transformed to the higher level accordingly. At switch level
all signals are continuous in value and do not always correspond to well-defined logic high or low symbols. Since intermediate signal values can be interpreted differently by succeeding stages an undefined value (X) is assumed. In this work,
an open interval (VthL , VthH ) ⊂ [GND, VDD] bounded by a
low (VthL ) and a high (VthH ) signal threshold is utilized to map
from the continuous voltage domain to discrete logic symbols
of a ternary (three-valued) logic E3 = {0, 1, X} with undefined
values [37]. The mapping is defined as follows [50]:



0 if (v ≤ VthL ),




(7)
val : R → {0, 1, X}, val(v) := 
1 elif (v ≥ VthH ),




X else.
Hence, for the voltage v of a signal with v ≥ VthH (v ≤ VthL ) the
signal value is interpreted as defined logic-1 (logic-0). In case
v ∈ (VthL , VthH ), then v is assumed to be undefined (X).
The transformation of a waveform is performed event after
event in temporal order from earliest to latest. For all curve interval [ti , ti+1 ] of consecutive events ei and ei+1 , the intersection
points of the corresponding curve segment with the low (VthL )
and high (VthH ) thresholds are identified. At each intersection
point, the interpreted logic value of the input waveform is assumed to change at the given time which is added to the event
schedule for processing the current node n.
The threshold-based switch to logic level transformation is
illustrated in Fig. 10 on the example of an arbitrary continuous
waveform signal. For each intersection point with a threshold
VthL or VthH , the corresponding logic value is determined and
added to the resulting output waveform. Note that during this
transformation pulse filtering can be applied to either logic-1/0
or X-pulses to remove glitches that are physically impossible to
be generated.
At logic level, the implemented simulation algorithm performs a pessimistic propagation of Xes in the circuit. In case
a node enters an undefined state (X) due to an input transition,
always the minimum propagation delay at the arriving input pin
is applied. In case the node transitions from X to a defined

In general, the resulting switch level events can be fitted in
time and slope to match the RC-characteristics of the driving
signal. According to the standard definition of the signal propagation delay, it is assumed for logic level transitions that the
corresponding electrical signal passes the 50% voltage threshat the exact time. Suppose a signal transiold Vth = VDD+GND
2
tion of a logic level waveform occurs at time ti . The following
equation allows to fit the time ti′ for a given time constant τi of
the RC-properties of a driving cell [44]:
!
Vth − v′i
!
.
(5)
ti = ti′ − τi · log
w(ti ) − v′i
The fitted time parameter of the switch level curve segment is
then obtained by transformation of the above equation and solving for ti′ :
ti′ := ti + τi · log (0.5) ,
(6)
which corresponds to a shifted starting point of the new event ei .
By considering the RC-properties in the transients, more realistic representations of the input signals for the targeted node
are obtained. An example is shown in Fig. 9, which illustrates both transformations with an infinitely small time constant τε ≈ 0 (”τε trans.”) as well as with consideration of RCcharacteristics in the time constant (”RC 50%”) to match Vth as
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6.2. Switch Level Faults
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The switch level simulation simulation allows to model lowlevel parametric and parasitic faults based on first-order electrical parameters in CMOS. The identification of manufacturing defects and their relevant faults at electrical level is neither trivial nor intuitive and typically requires a lot of manual
work. However, cell-aware test approaches typically rely on
the identification and extraction of potentially relevant faults
using user-defined fault models [6] as well as layout-aware extraction of defects by inductive fault analysis such as proposed
in [59, 51] or [60]. This work utilizes the switch level algorithm and data-structures of [50] for modeling and injection of
low-level parametric faults without higher level abstraction as
follows:

X 1
100 time [a.u.]

Figure 10: Transformation of an arbitrary continuous signal to discrete ternary
logic symbols (3-valued) based on thresholds VthL < 50% and VthH > 50%.

state, the maximum propagation delay at the pin is considered.
Unknown signals at node inputs subject to controlling off-path
signal values and can get masked during propagation.

6. Fault Modeling

6.2.1. Resistive Transistor Shorts and Opens
Faults related to the resistive properties of a transistor device are mapped to the corresponding device description D =
(Vth , Roff , Ron ) of the RRC-cells. A resistive transistor fault f
of a cell is described as a tuple f = (loc, {∆R f }), according to
the aforementioned representation. It comprises the fault location loc referring to either blocking Roff or conducting Ron
property of the targeted transistor device D, and a fault parameter ∆R f ∈ R that describes the deviation in Ohms (Ω)
of the resistive parameter Rloc selected by loc. The resulting device parameter is then modified accordingly, such that
R̃loc := Rloc + ∆R f [61]. In the simplest case, a transistor open
fault is modeled by increasing the conducting resistance Ron of
a device D (∆R f > 0). Analogously, a simple transistor short
is modeled by lowering (∆R f < 0) the blocking resistance Roff
of D.
More complex examples of fault injections are shown in
Fig. 11, which illustrates the modeling of a resistive open
fault (a) and a resistive short forming a bypass (b) at an NMOS
transistor of an RRC-cell. For the injection of the depicted resistive open fault, the NMOS transistor device resistances are
modified to R̃on := Ron + Ropen and R̃off := Roff + Ropen with
∆R f = Ropen > 0 by changing the two device parameters. The
resistive short fault as shown in Fig. 11-b), on the other hand,
is a more complex example and acts as a bypass to the transistor thereby lowering the effective resistance of the transistor. For injecting the fault, the device resistances are set to
R̃on := Ron + ∆Ron with ∆Ron = −R2on /(Ron + Rshort ) < 0 and
R̃off := Roff + ∆Roff with ∆Roff = −R2off /(Roff + Rshort ) < 0, respectively.

The data structures of the presented multi-level timing simulation are used to model and inject timing-related faults modeled at higher abstraction (i.e., small delay faults) as well as
parametric and parasitic faults at switch level (e.g., resistive
opens and shorts). In this section, the fault modeling at both
higher and lower abstraction levels is presented. Faults of both
abstraction types can be used simultaneously using the presented mixed-abstraction simulation. In general, all faults f
of any of the implemented fault models are represented as tuple
f = (loc, {δ0 , δ1 , ...}),

(8)

independent of its abstraction, where loc pin-points to a specific fault location of the targeted abstraction (i.e., a node pin)
and the set {δ0 , δ1 , ...} corresponds to the parameter deviation
introduced by f at loc.
The remainder of this section briefly describes the modeling
and mechanics of the supported fault models as well as the injection scheme.
6.1. Logic Level Faults
At logic level, the underlying simulation model of the timing simulator is utilized to model small (gate) delay faults,
that slow down the propagation of signal transitions through
an affected fault site by adding an additional small amount
of delay [58]. The core model of [33] annotates each node
with pin-to-pin delays at their inputs and also distinguishes
delays for rising and falling polarities. Following Eq. (8),
each small (gate) delay fault f is therefore modeled by a tuple f = (loc, {δrise , δfall }) [52], where the parameter deviations
δrise and δfall of the fault describe the additional propagation delays for the rising and falling transition polarities at the node
pin associated with loc, respectively. Using this model, a small
delay fault can affect a rising transitions (δrise > 0 and δfall = 0),
falling transitions (δrise = 0 and δfall > 0) or both polarities simultaneously (δrise > 0 and δfall > 0). Since the underlying
simulation model annotates timing with respect to input pins
only, small delay faults located at the output pin of a node are
mapped to a sets of corresponding small delay faults at the inputs [52].

VDD

VDD

A

ZN

A

ZN

Rshort

Ropen

GND

a)

GND

b)

Figure 11: Example of a faulty RRC inverter-cell with (a) resistive open fault
and (b) resistive short fault at the NMOS transistor.
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fault set under investigation is partitioned into fault groups,
each of which contains mutually output-independent faults
whose fault effects cannot add or mask each other during simulation. The paper at hand utilizes a fast heuristic [52, 50] for
identification of the fault groups of a given set of faults. The applied heuristic considers the fault location during grouping and
therefore can be applied to arbitrary sets of faults containing
both logic and switch level faults for mixed-abstraction fault
simulation. The heuristic processes the initial fault set in reverse topological order one by one from inputs to outputs.
First, a fault is assigned an initial fault group, as determined
by its fault location. For each fault location, a group index is
kept, which is used as initial index for associated faults. If a
fault location has not been assigned an index yet, it is scheduled in the first group by default. The grouping algorithm then
compares the reachable outputs of the fault with the reachable
outputs of the group for the following groups until an outputdisjoint group is found. The fault and the reachable outputs are
then added to the group and the index of the group is assigned
to the fault site. The distribution of the grouping information to
input predecessors allows to reduce the number of comparisons
and hence the required grouping attempts in order to quickly
find a suitable fault group for each fault [52].

6.2.2. Capacitive Faults
The modeling of capacitive faults related to the circuit interconnects and fanout descriptions [54] assumes a lumped capacitance model [62] which is incorporated into the RRC-cell
model [61]. A capacitive fault is described as f = (loc, {∆C f })
using the presented tuple-description. The fault location pinpoints to the output load capacitor Cload of a targeted RRC-cell,
where ∆C f ∈ R introduces an additional capacitance, such that
C̃load := Cload + ∆C f .
6.2.3. Voltage-Related Faults
Voltage-related faults target the voltage parameters of RRCcells, such as power supply VDD and ground GND of the
cells as well as the threshold voltages Vth of the transistor devices [50]. A voltage fault f = (loc, {∆V f }) models a particular shift ∆V f ∈ R in volts in a voltage parameter V loc
of a targeted RRC-cell or device indicated by loc, such that
Ṽ loc := V loc ∓ ∆V f . By altering the VDD and GND voltages
of the RRC-cells, adaptive voltage scaling and power-related
issues like fluctuations in the power-grid due to IR-drop and
ground bounce [63] can be reflected. Yet, modeling of dynamic
fluctuations requires additional implementation effort and is not
focus of this work. Voltage faults affecting the threshold voltages Vth of transistor devices allow to model degradation phenomena, e.g., caused by aging effects, such as negative-bias
temperature instability (NBTI) or hot-carrier injection (HCI).
Both NBTI and HCI can increase the threshold voltage of a targeted NMOS (or PMOS) device over time and thereby delaying
the transistor switching processes [64, 65].

7. Syndrome Evaluation
Once the circuit has been fully simulated, the waveforms of
all output signals are present in the GPU device memory. For
each fault, the waveform of all output pins in the output-cone of
the respective fault site are captured at a given sample time tsamp
according to [52] for logic and [50] for switch level waveforms.
The sampled values are then applied to Eq. (7) if necessary
to obtain a corresponding logical interpretation of the signals,
which is stored in a dedicated syndrome memory [61]. The
syndromes are then used to distinguish faulty from fault-free
output signals and therefore allow to determine whether a fault
was detected or not.

6.3. Fault Injection
All faults of the presented fault models are injected into the
circuit description prior to the simulation run. The injection of
a fault f = (loc, {δ0 , δ1 , ...}) is performed by manipulation of
the parameters expressed by loc at the associated node based
on the fault description {δ0 , δ1 , ...} and marking of the node as
faulty. Without loss of generality, the fault locations of injected switch level faults are turned to ROIs automatically in the
mixed-abstraction environment of the implemented multi-level
simulator. In case a small delay fault is injected, any ROI flag at
the fault location is removed, such that the corresponding node
is simulated with logic level abstraction. Multiple faults can be
injected into the circuit for simultaneous evaluation, which do
not only allow to exploit fault-parallelism, but also allows for
modeling of multi-faults across the circuit. After the simulation of the faulty circuit is finished, the node descriptions of all
fault sites marked as faulty are restored to their original specifications. Since both the node descriptions and the descriptions
of faults are quite compact (tens to hundreds of bytes each), the
ROI activation and fault injection process comprises only a few
small memory transactions.

7.1. Computation of Discrete Syndromes
To compute the syndrome at an output the value w(t) sampled from the corresponding output waveform w at time t is
compared against the fault-free response denoted as w(∞). This
paper assumes that all fault-free values of signals are stabilized
and correspond to defined high or low signals. The syndrome
information of an output is obtained by evaluation of a so-called
syndrome waveform, which is derived from the output waveforms and the reference responses. For the sake of simplicity,
values of logic level output waveforms are mapped to their corresponding voltage values at switch level (cf. Sec. 5.1.1). The
values of the syndrome waveform synw (t) of an output waveform w are then generated similar to [50]:



),
val(w(t)) if (w(∞) ≤ VDD+GND
2
(9)
synw (t) := 

val(w(t)) else,

6.4. Fault Grouping
The implemented fault simulation approach exploits fault
parallelism from simultaneous injection and evaluation of mutually output-independent faults in a circuit [21]. For this, the

where w is the inverted waveform of w that is generated by mir. This inverted waveform is
roring the values w(t) at VDD+GND
2
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computed as

8.1. Fault Behavior
The modeling capability and detail of the multi-level fault
simulation is briefly discussed using Fig. 12, which shows the
waveform behavior of resistive open transistor faults in a twoinput NOR-cell with an input hazard [50]. Both visualizations
of the waveforms from SPICE simulation and the implemented
switch level model are compared for varying fault sizes.
In the first case (a), the resistive open was injected into an
NMOS transistor of the parallel pull-down net. As expected,
the fault delays the falling transition significantly with increasing ohmic resistances. For 10MΩ, the resulting conductance of
the pull-down net is already too small to effectively discharge
the node output and the voltage level at the time of the fault activation sustains for the whole time-frame. Similarly in the second case (b), the resistive open fault was injected into a PMOS
transistor in the serial pull-up net. The fault now affects the rising transition of the output signal. Since the conductance of the
pull-up net is lowered, the charging process is delayed and cannot be completed before the second input arrives, which eventually pulls the output signal to ground completely unaffected
by the fault. In both of the cases, the waveforms obtained from
the switch level simulation showed a fairly high similarity of
the modeled fault effect compared to the SPICE reference simulation.

w(t) = (VDD − w(t) + GND), ∀t : w(t) ∈ [GND, VDD].
After computing the syndrome the original output value w(t)
is recognized as faulty if the extracted syndrome is synw (t) = 1
or fault-free if synw (t) = 0. In case the interpreted value
of w(t) is undefined, the corresponding syndrome is unknown
(synw (t) = X). The output signal is then pessimistically considered as possibly erroneous.
7.2. Multi-Level Fault Detection
The detection of a fault f is determined by looking up the
computed syndromes syno (tsamp ) at a given capture time tsamp
for all of the respective outputs o ∈ O f in the output cone O f
of f . Given the captured syndromes, fault f is classified either as detected, as undetected or pessimistically as possibly
detected as follows [50]:
• DT (detected) iff ∃o ∈ O f : syno (tsamp ) = 1, hence at least
one output signal in the output-cone of the fault shows a
faulty syndrome.
• UD (undetected) iff ∀o ∈ O f : syno (tsamp ) = 0 with all
output signals in the output-cone of the fault being faultfree.

8.2. Runtime Performance
• PD (possibly detected) iff (∀o ∈ O f : syno (tsamp ) , 1) ∧
(∃o ∈ O f : syno (tsamp ) = X), such that no output in the
output cone is faulty, but a non-empty sub-set is unknown.

Table 1 reports the runtimes of the multi-level simulator for
varying ROI scenarios. In column 2 and 3 the size of each circuit in number of nodes (inputs, outputs and cells) and the delay test pairs in the ATPG-generated test pattern set are stated
for each circuit. Column 4 states the runtime of processing the
test set for each circuit using a commercial event-driven timing
simulator. The remaining columns then report the runtimes using the multi-level simulator for different simulation scenarios
with varying amount of active ROIs from lowest to highest. A
logic level simulation using the multi-level simulator with zero
active ROIs is stated in column 5, while the runtime of a full
simulation at switch level with all nodes marked as active is
presented in the last column. In-between a mixed-abstraction
simulation is performed with increasing amount of ROIs: First
in absolute amount (Col. 6–7) followed by relative amount with
respect to all circuit nodes in percent (Col. 8–13). The ROIs
of the mixed abstraction scenarios were chosen randomly. All
runtimes shown were averaged from three simulation runs with
unique seeds for drawing the random numbers. Each row of a
circuit also reports the runtime savings S (x) of the multi-level
simulator compared to a full simulation at switch level computed as
!
T ML (x)
,
(10)
S (x) := 100% · 1 −
T swl

Since all computed waveforms remain untouched in the GPU
memory during the computation of the syndromes, the outputs
can be evaluated for multiple capture times quickly in succession. Furthermore, the evaluation also allows the modeling of
clock skew in the clock distribution tree [66] by introducing
o
for each output pin o ∈ O of the
individual capture times tsamp
circuit. In addition, both space- and time-compaction of the test
responses can be applied during computation of the syndromes,
as all output responses are available for all the simulated input
stimuli.
8. Experimental Results
For the experiments, benchmark circuits from ISCAS’89,
ITC’99 and industrial designs kindly provided by NXP were
synthesized using a 45nm academic standard-cell library in a
commercial tool-chain. Full-scan designs were assumed with
all sequential elements having been removed and only the combinational logic remaining. For each circuit, a 10-detect transition delay fault test set with an average test coverage of over
98.7% was generated by a commercial ATPG-tool to be applied during the simulation. All experiments were conducted
on an NVIDIA R TeslaTM P100 GPU device with 3584 cores
and 16GB of global device memory. The host system was composed of two Intel R Xeon R E5-2687W v2 processors clocked
at 3.4GHz with access to 256GB of main memory.

where T ML (x) is the runtime of the multi-level simulator for a
given ROI scenario x, and T swl is the reference runtime of a full
switch level simulation.
As shown, for all simulation scenarios the runtimes were in
the order of seconds for smaller circuits and a few minutes for
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Table 1: Multi-level simulation runtime (fault-free) for the evaluation of simulation scenarios with different amounts of active regions of interest (ROIs) from lowest
to highest. All ROI locations were chosen randomly.
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the larger designs all outperforming the simulation of the commercial event-driven approach. In case of the mixed-abstraction
cases, the runtimes were observed to scale linearly with the
amount ROIs active from lowest to highest. However, for scenarios with small ROI count (1 and 100), the runtimes strongly
fluctuate due to more complex waveforms generated at ROIs
and varying propagation conditions of the ROI-dependent location and fanout. When comparing the multi-level simulator to a
native logic level simulation using [33, 52], the full logic simulation in the mixed-abstraction simulation was observed 40%
slower in average for the smaller circuits and only 2% slower
for the million-node designs. The difference in runtime is due
to the increased number of processing resources required by all
the kernel threads. The multi-level evaluation kernel requires
roughly double the amount of local processor registers compared to the native logic level evaluation kernel. However, the
amount of registers is the same as in the native switch level
kernel. Consequently, with the higher amount of resources required per thread, the number of concurrent threads running per
multi-processor need to be reduced which results in less freedom for the thread schedulers and less effective utilization of
the multi-processors during execution. Compared to the native
switch level simulation, the processing of the full-switch level
scenario multi-level simulator was observed to be 5% slower
in average than its native counterpart, but for the million-node
designs also 2% faster. Runtimes deviations in this magnitude
will therefore be considered as negligible random fluctuations.
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Figure 12: Resistive-open fault in a) NMOS- and b) PMOS-transistors [67, 68]
of a two-input NOR-cell [69] in presence of an input hazard.

Fig. 13 investigates the speedup of the multi-level simulator (left y-axis) compared to the commercial unparallelized
timing simulator at logic level for all circuits and mixed12

Simulation Throughput [MEPS]

abstraction scenarios in more detail. The speedups of the logic
level simulation range from 155× to more than 1600×, while
the switch level speedups range between 33× (s38417) and
314× (p3726k). In general, the speedups tend to be higher for
the larger designs due to a better utilization of the GPU computing resources. The red line in the figure (right y-axis) indicates the ratio of the speedups from full switch level and full
logic level simulation, which shows a runtime difference ranging from 3× up to 8× (average 6×).
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Figure 14: Simulation throughput in MEPS (left) and average simulation time
per stimuli pair (right) for different ROI scenarios.
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The implemented multi-level fault simulation approach utilizes sparse ROI activation for increasing speedup and simulation efficiency of low level fault simulations. For this, a singlefault-single-ROI activation is assumed upon injection of a fault
for each fault of a fault group.
In this work, a location-exhaustive low-level parametric fault
set is assumed where a single fault is contained for each transistor in the design. The fault set was grouped using the fault
grouping heuristic of [50] and no fault dropping is performed.
Fig. 15 reports the resulting sizes of the fault groups obtained
(solid lines), which were plotted on the x-axis normalized due
to different magnitudes in the circuit sizes. Furthermore, the
cumulative amount of processed faults with respect to the full
fault set is indicated by the dotted lines. The leftmost groups
cover the most faults at once, since they contain faults that are
closer to the circuit outputs which have a higher probability of
being mutually output-independent. After processing 25% of
the fault groups already more than 90% of the overall faults
were processed in average and more than half of the groups
contained in average more than ten faults, thus indicating the
effectiveness of the fault-parallel processing. The size of each
fault group was less than 10% of the amount of nodes contained
in its respective circuit.
The efficiency of the multi-level fault simulation becomes evident from Fig. 16, which illustrates the runtime savings for the
different mixed-abstraction scenarios. Since for active ROIs,
the node descriptions have to be updated on the GPU anyway, the fault injection scheme itself introduces no additional
costs [52, 50]. With the number of ROIs of the injected faults
of each fault group being less than 10% of the total circuit nodes
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The simulation performance of the presented approach is
summarized in Fig. 14. On the left side, the simulation throughput in million node evaluations per second (MEPS) depending on the circuit size is shown, while the right side presents
the average simulation time spent per pattern pair in milliseconds. The multi-level simulator was able to achieve more than
1000 MEPS at full logic level (average 740 MEPS) and an average of over 132 MEPS in the full switch level case with a
peak performance of 174 MEPS. Again, the switch and logic
level simulation performances differ by roughly one order of
magnitude. As for the per-pattern runtimes, the average runtimes spent per stimuli ranged from less than 0.1ms to 25ms for
the largest circuit investigated. While the effective parallelism
from nodes typically diminishes on deeper levels of a design,
the available stimuli parallelism compensates for this loss, allowing for a good utilization of the GPU.
As shown, the average runtime time per pattern trend scales
with the circuit size and the throughput performance shows a
constant trend due to full utilization of the GPU device. This
saturation can be overcome by running multiple simulation processes and parallelization across multiple devices on recent architectures [70]. All fault groups and stimuli are independent
simulation problems and can be partitioned and distributed for
execution on different GPUs or even compute nodes. Especially
for the larger circuits, the process initialization time is negligible and the overall execution time is dominated by the actual
simulation for processing the faults and stimuli sets. Hence, for
a sufficiently large set of simulation problems, the theoretical
speedup obtained would be linear in the number of considered
GPU devices and allow for further scalability.
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Figure 15: Sizes of obtained fault groups and cumulative amount of faults processed [50].
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at all time, the average runtime savings of the simulation of a
group will range from 60% for the larger to 70% for the smaller
fault groups (minimum 1 fault). This way, the presented multilevel simulation approach allows for fast and efficient realistic
fault simulation on GPUs.
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9. Conclusion
In this paper the first high-throughput multi-level timing simulator for fast and efficient fault simulation on graphics processing units (GPUs) was presented. It utilizes waveform-accurate
evaluation in a mixed-abstraction fashion by considering both
logic and switch level descriptions simultaneously for a tradeoff in simulation speed and modeling accuracy. The presented
approach carefully exploits similarities in data-structures and
execution patterns of the different abstraction levels and transparently transitions between the abstractions using waveform
transformations. The presented fault modeling allows for both
higher level (e.g., small delay faults) as well as lower level
parametric and parasitic fault models (e.g., resistive open transistor) and highly efficient fault simulation is achieved through
combination of fault injection at lower level with fault propagation at higher level and comprehensive syndrome analysis. Experiments have shown that the implemented GPU-accelerated
multi-level fault simulator outperforms conventional commercial timing simulation solutions at logic level by speedups up to
1600× with a simulation throughput of more than 1000 million
node evaluations per second, and achieves runtime savings of
up to 84% compared to a full switch level simulation at GPU
while being scalable for designs with millions of cells.
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